
coils is a maximum. (Quite correct.) Weistory o A -C wave Form, ts have consequently this disproportion that
the smaller the output of the apparatus the

Determination and Standardization greater the energy consumed. With the
secondary circuit open, and a constant
exciting current, the energy used could

FREDERICK BEDELL be as much as ten times as great as under
FELLOW AIEE full load." Power factor was overlooked

or unknown.
The proponents of the series connection

Synopsis: With the birth of the transformer this first installation, it was pointed out of transformers operated with constant
and the first distribution of alternating cur- by electricians that "if a high potential primary current reversed the argument
rents, wave form assumed interest, and
methods were developed for its determina- pnmary circuit of 500 volts or more were with the same misconception. They held
tion, chiefly the point-by-point method of used to distribute electricity throughout that inasmuch as primary electromotive
instantaneous contact, mechanical oscillo- a community, there was a grave fire and force decreased with increase of secondary
graph, cathode-ray oscillograpb, and the life danger." A few years later a bill was load, power input also decreased (primary
oscilloscope with stabilized time axis. The introduced' but not passed in the Virginia current being constant), with the happy
point-by-point method, by which were

s v
made the first major contributions, is now legislature to limit a-c pressure to 200 result that as more power was taken out,
practically superseded by oscillograph and volts, alternating current being con- less power was put in-surely a condition
oscilloscope, each finding increasing use in sidered (by those opposing its use) to be to be desired. Here again, power factor
its field. more deadlythandirect. wasneglected ortuknown. Yet without
With the determination of wave form ac-

m

complished, demand arose for its standardi- Stanley's installation at Great Barring- meters for measuring power, power factor
zation corresponding to expanding applica- ton was put in regular service in March or phase, such misconceptions should be
tions. No single standard being suited to 1886, and operated until summer, when expected; they merely reflected the state
all applications, different standards have an attendant dropped a screw driver into of the art at the time.
been developed in different fields, as inbeen develodin d n f , as i the alternator and ruined it. Meanwhile, The United States Patent Office had
power, communication, and insulation.
While it is desirable that standards, once on April 6, 1886, George Westinghouse, shown a like misconception when in 1883
set up, remain fairly stable, they should be accompanied by W. L. Church, F. L. it refused4 to grant a patent on a trans-
subject to review and occasional change to Pope, W. C. Kerr, and others, had seen former on the ground that it would be
keep in step with technological advances,keepMinor revst with techno icalionadves i

the system in operation and determined impossible to get a larger current out of
Minor revision in communication is in
progress. Although standards in other to actively enter the a-c field. The manu- the secondary winding than was supplied
fields do not appear ideal, no immediate facture of a new type of alternator de- to the primary winding, but in 1886 a

revision is recommended. Forty refer- signed by Stanley, the radial-pole type patent was allowed for this very thing.
ences are appended. thereafter generally used, was undertaken

in Pittsburgh. The story is well told by In the Early 90's
Alternating Current in the Late 80's Stanley2 himself with interesting side

lights with credit to others. Many of the misconceptions of the 80's

asFHedistribiownof altberanaing current The following winter the first commer- trailed along into the early 90's. In the

Previoaswtow knowtime,altbeganoin1 e cial installation was made at the station field of alternating currents there was a

Previousto therate ie,lam nltathorswer of the Buffalo Electric Company. The growing collection of isolated facts, some

uedh tochineoperateiarcglampsnin lrgh ses question of the determination of a-c understood and others not, but there was
each machine operating one large arc wave form then arose as an engineering no broad foundation on which to stand.
lamp, bult there was no distribution.
Late in 1885, William Stanley made his

problem. Before considering wave form, This was the situation, as recalled by the

first constant potential transformer, and
we should note the meagerness of knowl- author in 1890 and 1891, when he first

early i 8edge then possessed concerning the be- became interested in alternating currents
early in 1886,usingsixtransforme havior of alternating currents. and in wave form. The open-magnetic-

operation in parallel distributed current. .-atpGreation Bnparringto, Mss.,tou scoreno In the late 80's many misconceptions circuit transformer was still discussed.
customrersatBardistanc 4,000 feet heo impeded progress. Series versus parallel The merits of the "nonpolar" transformer
cuseonary voladstagews 1000vlts.Curen operation of transformers was much dis- with its closed magnetic circuit was not

cussed without adequate understanding. vet fully recognized. The capacity
was supplied from a Siemens alternator,wasisuppliedforo amSiemens avolternato In 1886, at the very time that the parallel "effect" with current before the electro-
designed for 12 amperes 500 volts im- .ported fr toperation of transformers was successfully motive force that produced it (the effect
ported_for_the_purose._At_the_time_o accomplished as we have just seen, a before the cause) and the Ferranti

Paper42-152,Jrecommended bytheA113:Ecommittee distinguished cantor lecturer held such a "effect," with electromotive force re-
on basic sciences for presentation at the AIEE connection to be impracticable, main- ceived at the far end of a cable greater
Pacific Coast convention, Vancouver, British Co- tiirtaaseaaelatoectrn- hnteeetomivfreapid,we
lumbia, Canada, September 9-li, 1942. Manuscript an taaseaaelatoeetrs- hnteeetomtefreapld,we
submitted June 17, i942; made available for print- former would be necessary, or each trans- found baffling.

ing July 21, 1942. ~former should hiave a special regulating Two "systems" of a-c distribution were
FREDERICK BEDELL is professor emeritus of
physics, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y., and con- apparatus. then in use, apparently well-established:
suiting physicist, R. C. Burt l.aboratory, Pasadena, Referring to constant current operation the "high-voltage" constant potential

Thauho isidbe.oA .Ceoe i is with transformer primary windings in (Westinghouse) system operating trans-
co-worker, and to later co-workers to some of whom series, the chief of an electrotechnical formers wvith primary circuits of 1,000
reference is made; to L1. F. Biume of Pittsfield, tetn stto exlie :"hnn ot n ,0 vls ihscnaycr
O. }D. Buckley and H. S. Osborne of New York, tsm tto xlle:"hnn otsad200vls lhsenayer
L. W. Chuhb and R. D. Evans of Pittsburgh, who secondary current is flowing, the electro- cuits wound for 50 volts and 100 volts for
furnished material and references; and to the staff .. . '
of the California Institute of Technology, motive force in the primary and secondary supplying incandescent lamps in parallel;
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and the constant current system, about 10 aid of A. C. Crehore and the author in the the Royal Society of Arts and Letters of
or 15 amperes for supplying arc lamps development of a constant-current to Denmark by Caspar Wessel7 in 1797.
in series. Transformers were limited to constant-potential transformer for oper- It is to A. E. Kennelly,8 however, that
small sizes, the dictum from high sources ating incandescent lamps from such a credit9 should be given for bringing out
that transformers larger than two kilo- system. Easier said than done, but with its full significance in the application of
watts would not be economical being the enthusiasm of youth, the problem was complex quantities to a-c problems, and to
generally accepted. Higher voltages and tackled. In this connection the develop- C. P. Steinmetz for so ably extending its
the use of a-c motors were in the offing. ment of the principles governing the flow usefulness.
The attempted use of iron wire for a-c of alternating currents was undertaken, Vector methods and circle diagrams
transmission has been reported. while at the same time experiments were for solving a-c problems were not infre-

It was in 1890-91 that P. N. and L. L. started on a high-voltage constant-current quently criticized, when they were first
Nunn installed the first commercial trans- arc-light circuit, the only supply avail- developed, as being dependent upon the
mission of alternating current for power, able. so-called "sine assumption," whereas in
to operate a 3,000-volt synchronous From the experimental work much was fact electromotive forces produced by a-c
motor at the Gold King Mine at an alti- learned, although it was never completed. generators are not true sine waves. To
tude of 11,500 feet near Telluride, Cobo., As at Great Barrington it was learned that this criticism with its part truth there was
from water power 3,000 feet lower at a a short circuit by a screw-driver could no categorical answer. As a circle is
distance of three miles. The situation at wreck a constant-potential generator; so defined by three points, a circle diagram
that time was vividly described by P. N. the lesson was now learned that an open permits the determination or predeter-
Nunn in an address (mimeographed) circuit caused by the slipping of a con- mination of the performance of a-c ma-
before AIEE Los Angeles section, May 8, nector from a mercury cup could wreck chines and systems with a minimum
1934, on "Early Experiences in the Power a constant-current system and cause a amount of observation and calculation.
Industry," from which the following is general blackout! A mercury-cup con- Experimental diagrams'0 were early found
quoted: tact is ill-suited for high-voltage experi- to check** closely with theory. The

"In spite of its shortcomings, alternating ment. Permission for experiment was wide use of the circle diagram today is

current seemed the most feasible. A pair of withdrawn. The work, thus summarily evidence of its value.
conventional alternators were installed, one ended, was never renewed; meanwhile a The assumption of equivalent sine
as generator, the other as motor, identical better solution had been found by Elihu waves has likewise proved adequate" for
to assure identical 'wave forms,' whatever Thomson-the "tub" transformer with many cases. For other cases more elabo-

"In 1890 alternating current was just winding delivering rate methods,'2 sometimes involving
plain freak; it did not follow Ohm's law constant current from a constant-poten- vectors in more than two dimensions,
and 'clogged' itself in its circuits. Bedell tial primary winding. Constant-potential have been developed. These methods,
and Crehore had doped out its laws and primary distribution had become firmly also, have been criticized on the ground
demonstrated their concepts in 100 pages established. that electromotive forces produced byof solid calculus.
"Wattmeters had not been developed, nor The theoretical work, on the other most a-c generators are practically sine

had the term 'power factor' been adopted hand, the development of the principles waves; so that these more elaborate
into the vernacular." ~~~~~~~~~methods are unnecessary. Again a partinto the vernacular." governing the flow of alternating current,

Evidently wave form, power factor, gave better results, opening a fruitful and truth! Both assumptions, sine wave and
and the clogging effect of impedance were ever widening field with direct bearing nonsine wave are open to criticism, but
dimly discernible. The need of a stanrd- on a-c wave form. This work, prepared each has its field of usefulness. What
ard wave form, "whatever that might initially without thought of publication, allowable limits should be set to the
be," was thus early recognized. From formed the basis for the first paper by departure from a sine wave remains to be
this first power transmission it was a far Bedell and Crehore5 presented before the determined.
cry to the 287,500-volt transmission with Institute at its annual convention (then
its magnificent equipment at Boulder general meeting) in Chicago just 50 years Wave-Form Determination
Dam today. The increase from 3,000 ago. In this the principles governing H. J. Ryan' in 1889 made an extensive
volts came slowly with gradual increases in current flow in transient as well as in study of wave forms of a closed-magnetic-
demand for more and more power from steady conditions were first fully de- circuittransformerunderdifferentoperat
greater distances, with notable jumps to veloped. The sequel published in book6 ircuittrnsf und different op -
33,000, 40,000, and 60,000 volts. With form later in the same year defined the conditions, usin syncrnous con-

limiatin tteephny (age201 du to
tact maker to obtain instanta-neous read-

high voltages and long distances arose lmtaton to telephony (page 201) due to ings point by point. In this way com-
problems of insulation and interference,

along a line6a with distributed capacity plete wave forms of currents and voltages
in which questions of wave form play such and the fti produced therein

and their phase relations were obtained,
important part. and the modification produced therein showing definitely the behavior of such a

Going back to horse-and-buggy days, by self-induction, successfully accom transformer. By this method st1dies
with constant-current and constant-po- plished later by M. I. Pupin with the use weemdofgnrtravfrmb
tential systems both in use, the question of loading coils. In it were included the woere mande of generto wavdteformvb
arose as to whether incandescent lamps development of vector methods for solv- TbyadWlrdg"adtewv
and arc lamps could be supplied from the ing a-c problems and the extensive use of *veithoishintesting topnote that such a close check,
same system. Early in 1891 a promoter, circle diagrams, now so common. wattmeter, phase, or power-factor meter and with
an ardent believer in the future of the The first use was herei,O made of limited instrum.ents for currecnt anrd vvoltagge meas-
constant-current system,* sought the i= V-1ina-c analysis. Its usein astron- determined by refadting, with telescope an scale,

omy and other fields had long been primary and second.ary currents, similarly, with
* Well into the present century engineers of emi- known, the symbolo,/-1 as a sign of two coarse wires, Very competent were the three
nence believed that constant current would be the . . ... observers named in the reference, with later careers
ultimate in power transmission, perpendicularity appearing in a memoir to of note.
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forms of an open-magnetic-circuit trans- known sine wave for reference, the re- a-c wave directly by electrical measure-
former by Bedell, Miller, and Wagner,"5 sultant curve being a smooth ellipse in ment.16-"9
using a liquid-jet contact maker, with case the wave under observation was also
some modifications in methods of meas- a true sine wave. Departure from an Wave-Form Standardization
urements and the use of capacitors to ellipse indicated departure of the un-
improve power factor. The open-mag- known a-c wave from a sine wave. The With the expanding use of alternating
netic-circuit transformer with its large observed curve was then laboriously re- currents, the need for the standardization
magnetizing current and low power fac- plotted with time as an axis, as there was of wave form arose, and the adoption of
tor could not survive. then no means for obtaining this directly. some factor or factors that would indicate
The use of a synchronous commutator'6 The apparatus used by Ryan was quantitively the degree of departure from

in place of a contact maker eliminated cumbersome. The tube required 5,000- a sine wave. Form factor, the ratio of
error caused by duration of contact and 10,000 volts accelerating potential, ob- effective to average value, although useful
made possible the direct determination of tained from a motor-driven Wimshurst in connection with transformer loss, had
flux. The mechanical plotting of points machine. Furthermore, it required the no general significance, widely different
on a synchronous drum was introduced maintenance of low vacuum, obtained wave shapes having the same form
by E. B. Rosa'7 to eliminate tedious from elaborate vacuum apparatus with factor.30 Other factors were from time
plotting by hand. All methods employing frequent attention. These inconven- to time proposed for this purpose, in-
synchronously driven mechanism, how- iences were overcome in the low-voltage cluding distortion factor, peak factor,
ever, had their day. Besides being hot-cathode tube of Johnson,"9 with an harmonic factor, curve factor, and devia-
cumbersome and inconvenient, tlhey were accelerating potential of only 300-500 tion, and in some cases, after discussion,
linited to commercial frequencies and volts and greater sensitivity. The tube were sanctioned by the standards com-

at best gave only points rather than con- contained a small amount of gas and re- mittee. Each factor had its own3' signifi-
tinuous curves. quired no re-evacuation during its life. cance as the numerical measure of tlhe
Meanwhile, a parallel development, The general use of the cathode-ray tube departure of an irregular wave from a

starting with the optical study of the for determining wave form thus became pure sine wave, varying each in its own
excursions of a telephone diaphragm, had possible. way with variation of amplitudes, phase,
led to the oscillograph,ia perfected by To obtain a linear time axis, as now and frequencies of the harmonic com-
Blondel, Duddell, and others, employing commonly used, required a saw-toothed ponents of the wave. Each, therefore,
a suspended element light enough to wave for the wave of reference, instead of had special usefulness for special pur-
follow closely the rapid changes in a the sine wave used by Ryan. Various poses. Whether a single factor could be
quantity under observation. There is no means for developing such a wave were found, sufficiently satisfactory for all
need for expanding on the wide and advanced, some mechanical, as from a purposes, was a question.
continued usefulness of the oscillograph synchronously driven rheostat, and some It was generally agreed that a sine wave
in the determination of wave form. electrical from various types of circuit. of electromotive force at generator ter-
Point-by-point methods were thus out- Mechanical means were cumbersome and minals or on a transmission line is best
moded. The moving element of an os- limited in frequency range and never for most purposes, and that methods for
cillograph, however light it may be, has came into general use. Electrical means prescribing allowable departure therefrom
some inertia which, though practically for obtaining a saw-toothed wave, prop- should be determined. In 1915 the
negligible for many purposes, limits its erly synchronized and stabilized, led standards committee, through a sub-
ability to follow very rapid changes in to the oscilloscope20,2' with linear time committee* on wave form, undertook a
the quantity under observation. A vi- axis so widely used today.22,23 To main- study of the subject to ascertain what
brator with no weight at all would be tain curves stationary, a stable linear standard or standards could be specified
most desirable. sweep circuit is essential. With the that would be most suitable in character-

It had long been known that a cathode- oscilloscope practically no energy is istics and practical in application, avoid-
ray beam would be deflected by a mag- drawn from the circuit under test. ing tedious analysis and cut-and-try
netic or electric field. Ryan"8 grasped at With wave form determined, many methods as far as possible.
this fact and, with a special cathode-ray methods and machines have been de- ADMITTANCE STANDARDS
tube made for him by Mueller Uri, con- veloped for its analysis, when plotted As the troubles caused by a departure
structed and used the first cathode-ray either in rectangular or polar'4 co-ordi-
oscillograph, an oscillograph in which nates, into its harmonic components. from a sine wave depend in many cases

the moving "part" had no weight and Early attempts were made to determine upon the frequency of the harmonic or
could accurately follow the changes in the separate harmonic components in harmonies present, the assignment of

whatever quantity was under observation. an a-c wave by direct electrical measure- penalties to different harmonics according
A new field was thus opened. ment. Some success was obtained by to their frequencies appeared to be an

2 ~~~~~~~obvious way to make the penalty fit the
In the cathode-ray oscillograph the resonance"I and by other means, as by

spot of light caused by the cathode ray passing currents of various harmonic crm.Frdigths namtac
impinging on a fluorescent screen became frequency through one coil Of a splittyeowa-fr stnrd'perd

* . . 1 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~wellsuited, with the possibility of assign-
a curve, by persistence of vision, when the dynamometer, the current to be ana- in difrn'loal egt rpnl
cathode-ray beam was deflected simul- lyzed through the other. The results, tie dto amncfdfferentflwbewegt requnce
taneously by two fields at right angles, however, were meager, as the harmonic acodn toherbavrorms-
one field being set up by the variable components without amplification, were hvo. Th aditac ofacruti
under observation, and the other by a too small to give significant measurement. redlmase,binpootoalo
known variable of reference. Various Amplification, however, has madle possible
Lissajous figures were thus produced. In the development of many successful * Membership of the subcommittee: F. Bedell,

chairman; L. W. Chubb, F. M. Farmer, H. S.
studying a-c wave form, Ryan used a analyzers that give the components of an Osborne, and L. T. Robinson.
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current. The admittance of a circuit with corresponding changes in the admittance that is, it shall come within the deviation
capacitance (C) increases, and in a circuit net work of the TIF meter. Wave-form specified as allowable in paragraph 3.220.

The test shall be made with a voltage having
with inductance (L) decreases, with the standards as applied to inductive co- a crest equal to V2 times the test voltage
frequencies of any harmonics in the ordination problems are thus being well specified."
applied electromotive force. With L and cared for.
C both in the circuit, the admittance More recent AIEE Standards37 specify
reaches a resonant peak at a particular IN THE POWER FIELD further in paragraph 3 of appendix:
frequency, the broadness of resonance In! the power field, deviation and dis-
being controllable by the resistance (R). tortion factors are both in use, but not crest factor (ratio of maximum to mean ef-
Values of L and C can, accordingly, be extensively. Deviation is included in fective) of the test voltage shall not differ
selected for resonance at a particular some specifications, and acceptance tests by more than five per cent from that of a.
resonant frequency, giving maximum are made to see that the specification is sinusoidal wave over the upper half of the
penalty to a harmonic of that frequency, met. Distortion factor* is more rarely voltage range."
the admittance and penalty tapering off encountered, being sometimes used by Crest voltages and crest factor may be
on each side, more or less rapidly, accord- designers for calculating performance of determined by the use of a synchronous
ing to the value of R. machines. Good wave shape is a matter commutator38 or rectifying tube, specifi-

The shape of the tapering slopes on the of evolution, attained by experience, cation for a crest voltmeter being given
two sides can be controlled to a certain With the increase in size of machines in paragraph 4-80, AIEE Standards.37
extent by employing a composite, instead good design for wave form becomes less In a Standards subcommittee report,39
of a simple circuit, with R, L, and C in the difficult. the use of crest deviation factor (the de-
admittance standard. Desirable penal- By American Standards Association36 parture of the crest factor from 1.414
ties can thus be assigned to different definition, 1.217-10.95.420: calculated in percentage) is suggested,
harmonic frequencies according to the "The deviation factor of a wave is the and it is recommended that, as deviation
degree of crime. The possibility of better ratio of the maximum difference between requires a trace of wave form, it be not
weighting thus obtained led to the devel- corresponding ordinates of the wave and used for specifying wave form in dielectric
opment of a composite circuit, instead of of the equivalent sine wave to the maximum power-factor measurements, and that
a simple circuit as an admittance stand- the waves are superposed in such a way as to distortion factor be adopted in its stead.
ard, despite the advantage that the make this maximum difference as small as
latter could be readily duplicated with possible." Summary
common laboratory equipment. "The deviation ractor of the open-cir-

cuit terminal voltage wave of synchronous
The degree of crime, however, and machines shall not exceed ten per cent unless Since 1890, when alternating current

hence the penalty to be assigned, is differ- otherwise specified." (Rule 3.220) was considered just plain "freak," not
ent in different fields of application, as in By ASA definition, 1.218-10.95.430: obeying Ohm's law and "clogging itself
power transmission and machinery, in "The distortion factor of a voltage wave is in its circuits," our knowledge (with or
communication or insulation. It soon de- the ratio of the effective value of the residue without calculus) has become greatly
veloped that penalties could not be uni- after the elimination of the fundamental to advanced and the importance of wave
formly prescribed in all fields, and no one the effective value of the original wave." form, "whatever that may be," so well
universal wave-form standard, however To determine deviation, as defined recognized as to require most careful
desirable on account of simplicity, would requires a curve of wave form and the use standardization.
prove generally acceptable. Special stand- of cut-and-try methods. Deviation is not A fuller discussion of wave-form
ards thus appeared to be necessary to directly measurable. In contrast with standardization would here be out of
meet practical conditions in each case. the admittance type of standard, it takes place. Standards must always be subject

no account of the frequencies of tlle to revision with technologial develop-
IN INDUCTIVE CO-ORDINATION harmonic components, a characteristic ment, such revision being made only after
The admittance type of wave-form which may be an advantage or a disad- a strong need has developed. This is not

standard was found to be particularly vantage according to the use that is made the occasion to suggest revision.
suitable in the inductive co-ordination of it. If there were simple means for its The author has outlined the history of
field. After extensive studies of induction determination, deviation would serve well wave form, without venturing a predic-
problems involving power and telephone as a general standard, but no such means tion as to the future. The paper merely
systems, a telephone interference factor, are available. runs a thread through a maze of material

TIF, was proposed33 in 1919 and a TIF Distortion factor, also, takes no recog- with no pretention to completeness, the

meter, of the admittance type, for measur- nition of frequencies, although giving story being more fully told in the refer-

ing power-system wave shape in terms of total harmonic content. It can, however, ences and their extensive bibliographies.
its influence on telephone circuit noise. be determined by analytical processes
Definite weightings were determined, and indirectly from measurement withou References
based on the interfering effects of different requiring a curve of wave form, advan-
frequencies, depending in part on the tages in its favor. 1. ALTERNAT1iNGI CURENvELERSSL DNINBRECTCUR
telephonic equipment in use and in part on volume 53, May 1934. pages 708-u .
the characteristics of the human ear. In IN DIELECTRIC TESTS 2. ALTERNATING CURRE3NT IN AME3RICA, William

1935eangesn telphonieequipmnt Indielectric tests, by ASA rule 2.122: Stanlley. Journal Of the Franklin Institnlte, volm
and new studies led to new weightings,34 "Tewvshpoftetsvotgshl 3.HSOYOTETRNOMR(bk,ra-

and te nam telehone ntererene {Thewave hapeof th testvoltae shll ated from the German). F. Uppenborn. E. and
factor was changed toteehninleeF.NSp,189
factor, as more appropriate. In 1941 * Distortion factor is frequently used in the comn- 4. DYNAMOELECTRIC MACHINERY (book), S. P.

' ~~~~~~~~~~munication field in rating high-quality program and Thompson. E. and F. N. Spon, 1892. Fourth
weightings35 were again revised, waith broadcasting equipment. edition, page 727.
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